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On May 30th, the Class of 2015 started their journey of life
enrichment, and will travel to Ireland in a few short
weeks. Congrats to our 5 participants! Take a read through
"STAMPED," CALE Now's new quarterly newsletter, where
you'll find out more about our program, how we impact the
lives of children and their communities, ways that you can get
involved, and you'll have a few fun things to do. Share and
Enjoy!

What's Cooking? A Taste of Ireland!
Shamrock Rice Krispies
Ingredients
3 tablespoons butter or margarine
4 cups miniature marshmallows
6 cups Rice Krispies Cereal
4 drops of green food coloring dye
butter cooking spray
Directions: In a large saucepan melt
butter over low heat. Add marshmallows and green food
coloring dye and stir until completely melted. Remove from
heat. Add Rice Krispies Cereal. Stir until well coated. Using
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butter spatula or wax paper evenly press mixture into 13 x 9 x
2-inch coated with cooking spray. Cool.
Spray shamrock cookie cutter with cooking spray. Cut out
Rice Krispies Treats with shamrock cookie cutter.
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Featured......Norman Coulter - Character Development Master!

Coulter with CALE Kids 2015 - Alexis, Rosalie, Simone, Joshua, and Anthony
Interview with an Expert
Norman Coulter is the founder of 6IXTH Man Leadership, whose mission is "committed to
developing top-tier basketball players into top-tier leaders of themselves and consequently
the teammates and fans they influence." As a CALE Now ally, he mentors our members in
character building and essentially, as participants of our global community. With years of
self-development and professional leadership experience, Norman leads workshops
focused on interpersonal growth and the core values of living a meaningful and selfless life.
Here is a little insight to the man whom we call a game changer and peacemaker.

What is your role in CALE Now? How is your expertise in character development integrated
in our program?
As a researcher in developing self-expression, he integrates the development of leadership
skills, which therefore allows a clearer understanding of who program participants are, and
builds confidence in who they are becoming. "As leaders, we need to be sensitive to our
global environment." With this goal in mind, we focus on the twelve core virtues of
leadership at CALE Now. One of these characteristics is tenacity, and kids are not being
exposed to challenges and problem solving in the classroom. "Mainstream education does
not emphasize the 'inside,' and CALE Now allows us to look inward. Kids are getting to look
at themselves, and this is valuable."

Why do you see CALE Now as such a special program?
The tangible impact CALE Now has on its participants is important. There is still room for
growth, but the potential impact it has is so powerful. "As the world is getting smaller,
cultural leadership exchange prepares people for the integrative world. This program is
intentional. Kids need to embrace the world beyond the classroom; they need to be
competitive with other kids in the world. Many kids in today's society lack the ability to relate
to other people because they sit in front of the television, but this program helps our
participants develop interpersonal skills in order for them to expand their potential. Their
ability to sit in front of a panel for an interview and not be intimidated, and to be able to
relate - this humanizes the kids. It is not developed in the classroom. It is being created in
this program."

What would you like participants and community members to receive out of this program?
"I would like the impact of the community to be the development of an interest in doing
selfless things. When we think of service we think of homeless shelters, and a lot of times
those people who are volunteering are older people. What about the younger generation
who wants to give back? I want to see the 14 and 15 year olds who are organizing
community clean ups. Peers have a lot of power influencing each other." Community
members also play a role in the success of CALE Now. "Community leaders (school
administration and local government) should see the value in this nonprofit - who is solely
interested in developing leaders within their first 15 years of life. They will be actively
contributing to the community...worldwide. To sum it up, I would like to see our current
leaders (politicians and those with funding) catch this vision. I want to bring about a
contagious wave of young people who start to feel powerful - people who want to make an
impact in the community."

Since the start of your involvement at CALE Now, what improvements have you seen with
members in the program.
Maturity. To see the growth of two students who returned to the program is worthwhile. One
was a lot more confident within himself and aware of it. The other one always wanted to
answer questions first and interrupt. He now appreciates what is happening and is present
in the moment. They are grateful and feel empowered.

What advice do you have for our program participants?
"For kids who are participating now, get comfortable with being uncomfortable, because
that's what growth is. Savor the moment. Summer goes by really fast and it will be back to
school before they know it. Really embrace this program and mentorship. Soak it all up
because you don't know when it will end. Lastly, take these memories back to the
classroom."

Closing statement
"See the world like it is now."
~Norman Coulter

FUNDRAISER and THE CASE FOR INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION

CALE Now End of Program
Celebration & Fundraiser
August 22, 2015

End of Program Celebration Fundraiser

We Are Generation Study Abroad

SAVE THE DATE: Join us on August 22 to
celebrate our CALE Kids' completion of this
year's summer program and trip to Ireland.

CALE Now has joined the Institute of
International Education's Generation Study
Abroad initiative to help more Americans to
gain international experience through study
abroad programs. The goal is to double the
number of U.S. students studying abroad by
the end of the decade.

To date there have been a host of
volunteers, donors, sponsors, friends, and
family who have made this program a
success, each of whom will be recognized
for the work you've done. Thanks to:
6ixth Man Leadership
Andy Chawke
The Auld Dubliner Irish Pub & Restaurant
Chick fil A (Northridge)
LA Fire Station 70
SEP Coaching
Target
Trader Joe's
Universal Etiquette
Vons
We Grow Hydroponics

We also invite future participants and their
families to meet our leaders and kids and
see what the program is all about!
Stay tuned for more information!

VOLUNTEER with Us on July 18, 2015

CALE Now! leaders are committed to
making significant and lasting impact in our
community, particularly as it relates to
international studies. We cater to families
with financial need, thereby eliminating the
barrier to personal and leadership
development, and international education.
To that end, our commitment as part of
Generation Study Abroad is two-fold:
1. Award annually at least $20,000
toward scholarships for children ages
11-14 to complete our summer
program and international trip.
2. Increase our participant rate by at
least 25% per year.
Help us to reach this goal by donating and
volunteering with us!

Volunteer Project
SAVE THE DATE: On Saturday July 18, 2015 we will take on a
volunteer project to which you are invited to attend. Details will be
sent to you!
More information to come!

CALE Kids & Supporters

You can change a child's life today. Donate
to support CALE Kids.
Meet our 2015 CALE Kids
Simone Quary, 14
"I would like to explore the world and the
different cultures that lie in it. I hope to get
an understanding of leadership and, as
stated before, an understanding of other
cultures. I am considering becoming a
lawyer when I get older and help fight for
people that cannot stand up for
themselves."
Joshua Perdue, 12
"The opportunity to participate this year is
a blessing. Last year I learned so much
about myself and the world I live in from
everyone at CALE Now. I learned how so
many children my age are not as
fortunate as I am. This year I would like to
learn more about how I can help make the
world a better place for children around
the world."
Rosalie Dierking, 13
"I want to make something or discover
something that will save people. I want to
collaborate with other scientists and try to
make the world a better place.When I am
older I also want every girl to know that
she can do anything."
Alexis Alcantar, 13
"The opportunity to participate in CALE
Now is important to me because of 2
reasons. One of them is that it will help
me to live out one of my lifelong dreams,
to travel the world. It will also give

Donors & Sponsors
From CALE Kids to all donors: Thank you!
We appreciate you!
Global Society: $5,000+
K. Patton
D. Ralph
Continent Society: $3,000 to $4,999
A. Cade
Country Club: $1,000 to $2,999
N. & C. Coulter
D. Jackson
State Club: $500 to $999
W. & Y. Griffin
Local Circle: $100 to $499
S. Alcantar
C. Benn
A. Bennett
G. Butler
Forward Vision Group
E. Johns
C. Lee
NO DONATION IS TOO SMALL!

somewhat of a preview of where I might
be going in the future to help out
patients."
Anthony Santos, 12
"CALE would give me the opportunity to
meet new people making connections
here and abroad and help me with my
future growth as a person and my abilities
to help others."

CALE Now Values & Tenets
Fill in the correct answers, one letter per square, both across and down, from the
given clues.

Across
5. Culture, Arts, ______, Exchange
8. Cale Now! Value and Tenet: Enjoy ________
9. May Volunteer Event, Stamp Out ______
10. To go from place to place
Down
1. Doing things and not getting paid
2. From Latin coquĕre, "to cook" - a style of cooking associated with
a region or culture
3. 2015 trip destination
4. Home state of Cale Now!
6. Featured in last quarter's newsletter, Principal Mustafa ______
7. Document needed to travel out of the country

CALE Now is a program that transforms the lives of young people through innovative
methods to teach them about the world and how they can impact it. We reach kids at a
critical age at which they face peer pressure, self esteem issues, and decisions that begin

to shape the future of a person. If we can influence them at a higher level, their entire life
could be different. Thank you for helping us to accomplish the mission to create global
leaders with international mindsets!
Sincerely,
Kiahnna, AnGele, Yasmin and the entire CALE Now! Family
CALE Now Newsletter Team
Yahnese Griffin, Christopher Lee, Alessandra Recht, AnGele Cade, Kiahnna Patton
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